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---ad that dtb6fl ou open itup and you read little further on that Chathadid thia

and Chatham did thit andTtbeycallèd the particular name that -vas-the

designation-he--wasmost conly referred to by in thane d.yi And the same thing applies to some extent

iuthie country though most less {than)-i-most

others------Nowmany feel that the term Jethro whieh is used se- many times hare is a-sort- of title

rather than a name. I don't knew-if they have real evidence--for that, but- that_is-s. theory

-- ----- that-as--boen -advanced. L don!t -know whether -it-a. true whether thay both were regular names

-_of_hia--or-whether one-ma--a- sort- of a- title or an official designation. We don1t know.

But that is the suggestion so make And ap the name Jethro and the name Reuel--there_is

no reas_wtiy they may not both be used for the same individual. But now we find in Ex. 2:18

he's called Reuel, and here in Num. 10:19 it says "Noses said to Hobab the am of Rauel,

the Midianite." And if you look in most, in many Eng. concordances and dictionaries you

will find under "Reuel" it says"also called Ravel" And under "Ravel" you will find it

says "also called Reuel". Now which of these is correct. Well if you look in the Heb. you

find that in both places reuel. -- it 'a exactly the ease in both places.

But if you look in the LXX. in the Greek trans., you'll find it in Revel, in both places.

And so it would seem that the translators of the KJV, men who were thoroughly famaliar with

the LXX. with the Greek and the Latin as well as with the Hebrew, that they felt that they

couldn't decide between the Heb. form "Reuel" and the Gk. form"Reguel" so they put the one

in one case and the other in the other. And in the Heb. it's identicalin both. In the LXX its:

identical in both. Well the King James translators couldn't decide so they put them both

in and the result is the average English reader thinks they are two different names. And of
- often

course that's just another instance of the confusion we/get into when we use rely a trans

lation. Itts like in Isa. 214 where we have the word "erets" about a dozen times "land" and
-

about a dozen times "earth" in the KJV. And you would think they were two diff. idibüt

they are actually the same word in the Reb. and it Means one or the other. AditöTd

have been far better then hey-hid put öÜé, md put thè -other-in-the margin as an alter

native in my opinion. The RSV, you might say. has done better there than the KJ. They have

translated it one way all the way through. but they have given no margin to show that the
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